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1 SUPPLIER INFORMATION

1.1 Introduction 

Itelco-Clima Water Chillers Series RLS are
manufactured according to the most stringent design
and construction standards to ensure high perfor-
mance, reliability and adaptability in any type of air
conditioning system. 
This manual contains all the information required for
the correct installation and commissioning of the
unit, together with its operation and maintenance in-
structions.
The manual should be read thoroughly before
attempting to operate or service the unit.
All the installation, commissioning and maintenance
operations  must be performed only by suitably
trained and qualified personnel (better if from an Au-
thorized Itelco-Clima Service Center).

The manufacturer is not liable for injury or damage
resulting from incorrect installation / commissioning
or operation, insufficient maintenance and/or failure
to follow the procedures and instructions contained
in this
manual.

1.2 Warranty

The unit is supplied fully finished, tested and ready to
operate.

The unit warranty will be void if any modification to
the unit is carried out without the previous written
agreement of Itelco Clima.

For warranty purposes, the following conditions must
be satisfied:

h The initial start up of the unit must be carried out
only by trained personnel from an Authorized Itel-
co-Clima Service Center.

h Maintenance must be carried out only by properly
trained personnel.

h Only genuine Itelco-Clima spare parts must be
used.

h All the scheduled maintenance operations de-
tailed in this manual must be performed at the
specified  times.

Failure to satisfy even one only  of these conditions
will automatically void the warranty.

1.3 Safety

The installation of the unit must be carried
out according to the Machinery Safety Di-
rective (98/37/EC), to the Low Voltage
Directive (73/23/EEC), to the Pressure Unit
Directive (97/23/EEC) to the Electromagnet-
ic Interference Directive (89/336/EEC) and
according to normal rules for technical mat-
ters prescribed by the applicable country
regulations. Do not operate the unit before
checking if all above was observed.

The unit must be earthed and no in-
stallation or maintenance work
should be attempted on the electri-
cal equipment without first switch-
ing off and isolating the main pow-
er supply and any control supplies.

The non-observance of the above safety measures
entails fire and electrocution danger in case of short-
circuit.

RLS units are designed and manufactured in accor-
dance with the European Directive PED 97/23 CE
“Pressure Equipment Directive”.

- The used refrigerants are included in Group 2 (no
dangerous fluids).

- The max. operation pressure is indicated on the
“name plate” of the unit.

- Safety devices, like high pressure switches and
pressure relief valves, are provided on the refriger-
ation system to avoide dangerous overpressure.

- The discharge ports of the pressure relief valves
are directed toward inside of the unit, so that no
dangerous contact for people could happen.
Discharge piping from rilief devices shoud be take
place.

- Protection and special indication (plate) against
hot surfaces are provided.
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The unit contains refrigerant vapor
and liquid under pressure in the
heat exchangers, compressors and
pipework, its release can be dan-
gerous  and cause injury.

Fan guards must be fitted at all
times and not removed unless the
main power line  has been opened.

It is the responsibility of the users to
ascertain  that the unit is suitable
for the conditions of use and that in-
stallation and regular maintenance
is carried out by personnel having
the appropriate skills and working
in accordance with the indications
of this manual.

The unit must supported  as indicat-
ed in this manual; failure to proper-
ly support it may put the operator
at risk of injury.

The unit is not designed to withstand loads
or stresses from adjacent equipment,
pipework and/or other. Any such extrane-
ous loads or stress may cause failures or
collapses which can be a danger and
cause injury. In such situations the warranty
will be void.

The user should ensure that reasonable
care is taken by other trades to avoid to
damage / abuse to the unit during and af-
ter installation.

Do not discard or burn the packaging in the
environment.

1.4 Emergency Stops/Shutdown

The isolator switch on the electrical panel will shut-
down the unit, when its lever is pulled downwards.

The normal shutdown is realized by the proper keys.

The unit should be restarted in accordance with the
procedure detailed in this manual.

1.5 About this Manual

For safety reasons, the instructions contained in this
manual must be followed categorically
Damage caused by misuse is not covered by the sup-
plier’s warranty.

This manual uses the following conventions:

Dangers messages alert you to a
specific procedure or practice
which, if not followed correctly,
could cause serious injuries for the
people and damages for the mater-
ial.

Caution messages appear before proce-
dures which, if not observed, could result in
damage to the unit.

Notes contain particularly important com-
ments which are set off from the text.

Suggestions give information which are
useful to optimize the unit working efficien-
cy.

The contents of this manual, and of any other docu-
ment supplied with the unit, are the property of Itelco-
Clima  which reserves all rights. They may not be re-
produced, in whole or in part, without having the
previous written authorization of Itelco-Clima.  

SUGGESTION
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1.6 Safety Labels

The following labels are fitted to each unit in the
locations stated:

Unit Identification –
Outside of Right Front Vertical Rod

Refrigerant Identification - Outside Panel Door

Electrical Warning - 
Adjacent to Main Switch

Center of Gravity - Base Frame

TENERE SU QUESTA LINEA
GANCIO DI SOLLEVAMENTO

KEEP LIFT HOOK
ON THIS LINE

R407C
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Earthing Point – 
In the Panel Adjacent to Connection Point

Starting Warning - Outside of Panel Door

Test Certificate – 
Inside of Outer Panel Door

Lifting Point - Base Frame

Connection Identification – 
Adjacent to Connections

ATTENZIONE
INSERIRE LE RESISTENZE DI RISCALDAMENTO OLIO ALMENO
12 ORE PRIMA DI OGNI AVVIAMENTO (SE PREVISTE).

PRIMA DELLA MESSA IN TENSIONE ASSICURARSI CHE LE VITI DEI CIRCUITI
ELETTRICI SIANO SERRATE COMPLETAMENTE.

WARNING
ENERGIZE THE CRANCKCASE HEATER FOR AT LEAST 12
HOURS BEFORE EACH STARTING (IF FITTED).

BEFORE TIGHTENING-UP, TO TIGHTEN ALL TERMINAL SCREWS ESPECIALLY
THOSE IN MAIN CIRCUIT.

88
10

00
21

5/
B

EIN - INLET

ENTRÉE - ENTRATA

AUS - OUTLET

SORTIE - USCITA
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1.7 Material Safety Data

Refrigerant Data:

Safety Data R407C

Toxiticity Low

In contact with skin Liquid splashes or spray may cause freeze burns. Unlikely to be haz-
ardous by skin absorption. 
R407C may be slightly irritant. Wash affected areas with plain water.
Remove contaminated clothing carefully because they  may adhere to
skin in case of freeze burns. 
Was affected areas with plenty of warm water. 
If symptoms (e.g. irritation or blistering) occur obtain immediate med-
ical attention.

In contact with eyes

Ingestion

Inhalation

Further Medical Advice

Long term exposure

Vapor has no effect. Liquid splashes or spray may cause freeze burns.
Immediately irrigate with eyewash solution or clean water for at least
10 minutes. 
Obtain immediate medical attention.

Very difficult to occur - but in case it should happen, freeze burn will oc-
cur. Do not induce vomiting. Provided patient is conscious, wash his
mouth with water,  give him about 250 ml of water (0.5 pint) to drink
and obtain immediate medical attention.

R407C : High levels of vapor concentration initially produce stimula-
tion and then depression of the central nervous system causing
headaches and giddiness and may lead to unconsciousness. Can
prove suddenly fatal if the exposure has been severe.

At higher concentration there is a danger from asphyxiation due to re-
duced oxygen content of atmosphere. 
Remove patient to fresh air, keep warm and at rest. Administer oxygen
if necessary. 
Apply artificial respiration if breathing has ceased or shows signs of
failing. In event of cardiac arrest apply external cardiac massage. 
Obtain immediate medical attention.

Symptomatic and supportive therapy is indicated. Cardiac sensitiza-
tion has been described which may, in the presence of circulating cate-
cholamines such as adrenalin, give rise to cardiac arrhythmias and
subsequent arrest following exposure to high concentrations.

R407C: A lifetime inhalation study in rats give a small excess in testi-
cles tumors in male rats only at 50,000 ppm. 
This information suggests that R22 does not represent a real carcino-
genic hazard to humans.

Occupational exposure limits

Stability R407C: Not yet specified.

R407C: Recommended limit : 1000 ppm v/v - 8 hr TWA.

Conditions to avoid Use in presence of naked flames, red hot surfaces and high humidity  levels.

Hazardous reactions May react violently with sodium, potassium, barium and other alkali
and alkaline earth metals. Incompatible materials : Magnesium and al-
loys containing more then 2% magnesium.
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Hazardous decomposition
products

General precautions

Respiratory protection

Storage

Protective clothing

Spill / Leak procedure

Disposal

Fire extinguishing data

Containers

Fire fighting protective
equipment

Avoid inhalation of high concentrations of vapors. Atmospheric con-
centrations should be minimized and kept as low as reasonably practi-
cable below the Occupational exposure limit. The vapor is heavier than
air and collects at low level and in confined areas. Ventilate by extrac-
tion at lowest levels.

Where doubt exists on atmospheric concentration, an officially ap-
proved breathing apparatus should be worn. This should be self con-
tained or long breather type.

Keep containers dry and in a cool place away from fire risk, direct sun-
light, and all sources of heat such as radiators. 
Keep at temperatures not exceeding 45 deg C.

Wear overalls, impervious gloves and goggles/face protection.

Ensure suitable personal protective clothing and respiratory protection
is worn.
Provided it is safe to do so, isolate the source of the leak. Allow small
spillages to evaporate provided there is suitable ventilation.
Large spillages : Ventilate area. Contain spillages with sand, earth or
any suitable absorbent material. Prevent liquid from entering drains,
sewers, basements and work pits since vapor may create a suffocating
atmosphere.

Best to recover and recycle. 
If this is not possible, destruction is to be in an approved facility which
is equipped to absorb and neutralize acids and other toxic processing
products.

Fire exposed containers should be kept cool with water sprays. 
Containers may burst if overheated.

Self contained breathing apparatus and protective clothing must be worn in
fire conditions.

R22 : Non-flammable in the atmosphere.

R407C : Halogen acids formed by thermal decomposition and by hy-
drolysis.
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Refrigerant Data:

Safety Data Polyester Oil (POE)

Classification

In contact with skin

In contact with eyes

Ingestion 

Inhalation

Conditions to avoid

Respiratory protection

Protective clothing 

Spill / Leak procedure

Disposal

Fire extinguishing data

Containers

Fire fighting protective equipments

Non-hazardous

Slightly irritating. 
No first aid necessary. 
Exercise reasonable personal cleanliness including cleansing exposed
skin areas several times daily with soap and water.
Launder soiled work clothes at least weekly.

In case of contact with eyes flush them with plenty of eyewash solution
or clean water.

Obtain immediate medical attention.

Obtain immediate medical attention.

Strong oxidizers, caustic or acid solutions, excessive heat. May de-
grade some paints and rubber materials.

Use only in well ventilated areas.

Goggles or face shield should be always worn. Gloves are not  essen-
tial for prolonged exposure but advisable in case of prolonged expo-
sure.

It is mandatory to wear suitable protective equipment, especially gog-
gles. Stop source of spill. 
Use absorbent materials to soak up fluid (i.e. sand, sawdust, and com-
mercially available materials).

Incinerate the oil and all associated wastes in an approved local laws
and regulations governing oily wastes.

Use dry chemical, carbon dioxide or foam, because spraying water on
hot or burning liquid, may cause frothing or splashing.

If a leak or spill has not ignited use water spray to disperse the vapors
and to provided protection for persons attempting to stop the leak.

Fire exposed containers should be kept cool with water sprays.

Self contained breathing apparatus should be worn in fire conditions.
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2 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

2.1 Introduction

The RLS range are designed to be located outside on
the roof of a building or at ground level.

The range includes the following versions:

The unit base and frame is of heavy gauge galva-
nized steel fastened with stainless steel screws and
bolts. The compressors and refrigerant circuits com-
ponents are located in an acoustically lined enclo-
sure (versions LN and ELN) having side panels easily
removable for access to components. 
Galvanized steel parts are painted with baked-on
enamel colored White RAL 9001

2.3 Compressors
Version Description

RLS STD,
269.5 -  659.0 kW
RLS LN,
256.0 -  629.5 kW
RLS ELN,
250.7 -  599.9 kW

Liquid chillers working with
R407C refrigerant 

Available options:

Option Description

/D Heat recovery desuperheater, installed on
the compressor discharge line.

2.2 General Specification

RLS unit are supplied completely assembled with all
interconnecting refrigerant piping and wiring ready
for field installation.

They are  pressure tested, evacuated and finally
charged with refrigerant and oil working charge. Af-
ter the assembly a full run test is performed, with the
water flowing thru the cooler to verify that each re-
frigerant circuit operates correctly.

Model

RLS from 400 thru 800

Compressors

Two semi hermetic,
double screw type 

The compressor motors are refrigerant gas cooled,
with integral temperature-sensing solid state over-
load protection in each phase. The motor terminal
boxes are to IP-54 weather protection.

The compressor cooling capacity control system is
managed by solenoid valves driven by the unit mi-
croprocessor based control system.   In this way the
unit can react very efficiently to low load working
conditions.  In any moment the gas flow is sufficient
to duly cool the compressor motor.

RLS from 400 thru 525 Port Winding

RLS from 600 thru 800 Star/Delta

Starting System
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2.4 Refrigeration Circuits

Every model has two refrigeration circuits realized
with is ACR copper pipes with brazed joints. Each
refrigeration circuit includes one service valve to
charge the refrigerant, discharge, suction and liquid
line insulating  valves, one thermal expansion valves
with external equalizer, one solenoid valve, one fil-
ter dryer, one high pressure switch, one low pressure
switch and safety valves.

2.5 Cooler

All models have a single steel shell and copper tube
cooler. 

That cooler is direct-expansion type, with the refriger-
ant flowing inside the tubes, which are formed in a
hair-pin configuration, whilst the fluid to be cooled
flows through the baffled shell which has the external
surface covered by blanket realized with  closed
cells insulating material. 

Both the cooler water connections are Victaulic type. 

Furthermore, the cooler is equipped by an heating el-
ement controlled by a thermostat for frost protection
down to -10°C.  It is also equipped by air vent and
water drainage connections.
The design working pressure is 10 bar g for the wa-
ter  side  and 25 bar g for the refrigerant  side.

2.6 Condensing  Coils

The condensing  coils are realized by seamless cop-
per tubes, arranged in staggered rows, mechanical-
ly expanded into aluminum fins. An integral subcool-
ing circuit is included.
The refrigerant side design working pressure of the
coil is 28 bar g.

The condenser coils fans are directly driven and
have aluminum aerofoil blades. Each fan has a
painted galvanized steel protection grille.

The three phase totally enclosed fan motors are to IP-
54 weather protection and have thermocontact pro-
tection embedded in their windings.

Refrigeration Circuits Diagrams

Components:
1. Screw compressor
2. Compressor shut off valve
3. Safety valve (only in PED version units)
4. Condensing coil
5. Liquid line shut off valve
6. Filter
7. Liquid sight glass
8. Solenoid valve
9. Thermostatic expansion valve

10. Cooler
11. Cooler safety valve (protection against fire)
12. Expansion device of compress liquid injection line

Safety Devices:
High Pressure Switch
Transducer
Thermostat

For clearness purposes the diagram is referred to one only circuit.
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2.7 Power and Control System

All units are equipped with a “Chiller Control” micro-
processor control and management system.

All the control devices and the motor starting equip-
ments necessary for unit operation are factory wired
and tested.

Power and control components are separated and
can be reached  via individual doors. The power
section has a door equipped with the main  isolator.
Its  enclosure is fitted
with a second door with upward opening and real-
ized with IP-54 weather  protection. 

The power compartment is equipped with:

h General switch

h Main isolator, compressor contactors and fuses,
fan motors contactors and fuses.

The control compartment contains:

h Antifreeze thermostat; power  transformer for the
auxiliaries circuit, fuses, relays, electronic PCB
and leaving temperature thermostats.

h The “Chiller Control” microcomputer keypad and
display, which are mounted in the control section
door.

2.8 Chiller Control

The “Chiller Control”  unit consists of an expandable
interface board and a control unit.

The expandable interface board monitors inputs and
provides control outputs as follows:

h Digital inputs, such as alarms and commands.

h Analog inputs, such as the signals indicating tem-
perature and pressure values measurements.

h Digital outputs to control relay and remote control
switch operation.

The control unit executes  the following functions:

h Control of LED’s and visual display of unit alarms
and operation.

h Management of the compressor start-up logic
(part-winding and cutout contactors control) and
power control spread on  3 + 3 steps.

h Display of compressor working hours and temper-
ature of the fluid entering in the cooler.

h Anti-cycling and anti-start-up surge timers.

h Automatic compressor lead/lag start -up se-
quence.

h Fan on/off control.

Management of set points and parameters, as:

h At User Level - The machine operator can adjust
data by the keyboard using  the ‘Enter’, ‘+’ and ‘-’
keys.

h At Service Level - System password access for au-
thorized Service personnel.

2.9 Accessories

Chilled Fluid Flow Switch

It is supplied loose for field installation by the con-
tractor.

Anti-vibration Mounts

Spring isolator mounts with fixing holes,
supplied loose for field installation by contractor.

Fan-speed Control

Maintains constant condensing temperature, during
regardless of outside temperature variations.

Condensing  Coils  Fin Protection

Realized in painted galvanized steel, it is mounted
on the exterior of the unit.

Condensing  Coils  Options

Copper fins, electro tinned copper fins  or vinyl coat-
ed fins.

2.10 Interface Board 

A communication interface  allows to control and to
manage remotely the unit via an RS485 connection
(maximum distance: 1000 m).
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2.11 Working Cycles

Modalità di raffreddamento??

Low pressure liquid refrigerant enters in the cooler
tubes where it is evaporated and superheated by the
heat absorbed from the fluid water passing through
the cooler shell. Low pressure vapor leaving the cool-
er enters in the compressor where its pressure and
superheat are increased. The heat contained in the
superheated refrigerant vapor is rejected in the air
pushed by the fans ad passing in the external side of
the condensing coils.  In these coils the high pressure
vapor is turned into high pressure sub cooled liquid
which enters in the expansion valve where its pres-
sure is reduced  and its temperature is reduced be-
fore it enters in the cooler to restarts its cycle.

RLS

RLS/D

COOLER

DESUPERHEATER DESUPERHEATER

LP VAPOR HP LIQUID LP LIQUIDHP VAPOR

LP VAPOR HP LIQUID LP LIQUIDHP VAPOR

CONDENSING
COILS

CONDENSING
COILS

COOLER
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3 TRANSPORTATION, LIFTING &  
POSITIONING

RLS units are supplied fully assembled, (exception
done for the rubber vibration pads supplied with the
unit  which are installed on site by the contractor).
These units are pre-charged with refrigerant and oil
in the exact volume required for operation.

3.1 Inspection

Immediately upon receiving the unit, it must be in-
spected for possible damage which may have oc-
curred during the transport as the unit is shipped ex-
works and travels at customer’s risk.
It is also mandatory to ascertain that all ordered com-
ponents have been received together with the unit. 
If case any damage is discovered, it must be de-
tailed remarked  on the carrier’s freight bill and an
official  claim must entered in accordance with the
instructions indicated on the freight bill. 
In case that  the damage discovered are not than su-
perficial, immediately advise in writing your local
Itelco Clima  representative.

Please note that Itelco Clima cannot accept responsi-
bility for shipping damages, even in cases where the
factory has arranged for shipping.

3.2 Lifting 

RLS units are designed to be lifted using lifting lugs
and ropes. A spreader bar or frame should be insert-
ed  within the lifting ropes in order to avoid crushing
the unit.

Before positioning the unit it is advisable to ensure
that the installation site is suitable to receive it and to
support its weight and mechanical stress due to its
operation.

During handling, avoid to touche sharp parts (e.g.
condensing coils fins).

Never move the unit on rollers or using a fork
lift truck.

Proceed as follows to lift and move the unit:

■ Insert and secure the lifting lugs into the marked
holes in the base frame.

■ Attach the ropes to the lifting lugs.

■ Insert a spreader bar or frame between the ropes
on the vertical to the unit’s center of gravity.

■ Attach the crane hook on the vertical of the unit’s
center of gravity.

■ The ropes length shall be such that when under
tension they form  an angle of 45 degrees as mini-
mum to the horizontal.

Lifting Lugs

L > Unit Depth

Unit must be lifted using  only suitable tools
and materials which must be selected ac-
cording to the local Safety Standards.

During the lifting the sides of the unit must be
protected with stiff cardboard or plywood
sheets. 

L



Until the unit is ready for operation do not
remove the protective plastic wrapping and
the coil protections, which are factory in-
stalled to prevent dirt, dust and other for-
eign matter from entering in the fan grilles
and/or damaging the external surfaces.

3.3 Anchorage

The base frame of RLS  units is provided with 18 mm
dia. holes to retaining if required the spring isola-
tors.

It is not strictly necessary to anchor the unit to founda-
tions, except done for  the cases in which it is in-
stalled in areas of high risk of earthquake or when it
is installed on a steel frame located an high level
from ground.
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3.4 Storage

In case  the unit has  to be stored prior to installation,
to prevent damage, corrosion or deterioration the
following  precautions must be taken:

■ Securely cap or seal all openings, such as water
connections.

■ Do not store the unit  where it should be exposed
to ambient air temperatures exceeding 42°C and
preferably out of direct sunlight.

■ The condensing coils  must be kept  covered to
protect their fins from  corrosion risks, particularly
if building work is still  in progress.

■ In order to limit the risk of accidental damage the
unit must be stored in a location  where   minimum
activity is likely to take place.

■ Unit must not be cleaned with steam.

■ Remove the keys necessary to gain access to the
control panel and give them to a responsible per-
son on site.

Periodic visual examination during storage is also
recommended.
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4 INSTALLATION

4.1 Location

Before installing the unit, make
sure that the building structure
and/or the mounting surface can
support the unit weight. Overall
weights and weight distribution is
detailed in Section 9 of this Manual.

The unit has been designed for floor mounting in out-
side locations. Rubber anti-vibration pads are sup-
plied as standard and they must be positioned cen-
trally, underneath each the supporting plate of the
unit.

When the unit is to be installed on the ground, a con-
crete slab must be provided in order to ensure uni-
form weight distribution.

Special mounts are not normally required. However,
if the unit is to be installed directly above inhabited
rooms, it is advisable to mount it on spring vibration
isolators (supplied as accessories, as indicated in the
Section 9 of this manual) to minimize the vibrations
transmitted to the structure.

When selecting a location for the unit the following
factors must be taken into consideration  :

h The units longitudinal axis should be parallel to
prevailing winds direction in order to ensure a bal-
anced air flow thru the condensing  coils.

h The unit must not be installed near boiler stacks.

h The unit must not be installed downstream of
sources of grease-laden air such as extractor vents
for large kitchens. In such cases, accumulated
grease on the condensing coils fins can trap air-
borne contaminants, thus leading to rapid soiling
or clogging of the condensing coils.

h The unit should not be installed in areas exposed
to heavy snowfall.

h The unit should not be installed in areas subject  to
flooding or beneath drips.

h The unit should not be installed  in air wells, court-
yards or other restricted spaces where noise could
be reverberated off by the walls, or where air ex-
pelled by fans could be bypassed  to condensing
coils inlets.

h The installation place  should be such to ensure
adequate clearances for air circulation and main-
tenance, as detailed in the Section 9 of this manu-
al.

4.2 External Hydraulic Circuit

The external hydraulic  circuit must be real-
ized to ensure constant water flow to the
cooler under all operating and/or adjust-
ment conditions.

The external hydraulic  system must at  least:

h Include a  circulation pump providing sufficient
flow  and hydraulic head.

h To avoid starts of compressors, which can cause
damages, the primary hydraulic circuit fluid con-
tent should be not less than 10 liters/kW of cool-
ing capacity. If the total volume in primary system
pipework and evaporator is insufficient, an insu-
lated buffer tank must be inserted in the circuit.

h Include a  diaphragm-type expansion tank with
safety valve, having the discharge port  well  visi-
ble.

The expansion tank must be sized to re-
ceive a 2% increase of the  total fluid vol-
ume contained in the  circuit (coolers,
pipes, user circuits and buffer talk where
provided). It is not necessary to insulate the
expansion tank, as water does not normally
circulate thru it.

h A flow switch to deactivate the unit when water is
not circulating thru the cooler.

The flow switch must be connected in series
with external interlocks as shown on wiring
diagram in control panel.
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Legend

I Pressure gauge tapping
GA Flexible connections
T Thermometer
S Gate valves
R Drain tap
F Strainer
Fl Flow switch

Before filling the circuit, be sure that it is
completely free from foreign matter, sand,
stones, rust flakes, soldering chips, slag
and/or other kind of materials which could
damage the evaporator.

It is advisable to by-pass the unit when flushing out the
lines. For this purpose a  30 mesh strainer screen  must
be installed upstream of the cooler.

If necessary the water used to fill the circuit
must  be treated to ensure that its pH value
corresponds  to the specified one.

Connection Diagram

FLOW SWITCH INSTALLATION

When installing the flow switch follow the
manufacturer’s instructions carefully.

As rule, the flow switch should be installed down-
stream the pump and  upstream of the unit, on a hori-
zontal pipe run off at a distance of at  least 10 pipe
diameters from any bend, valve or other item which
could interfere with water flow upstream or down-
stream of the flow switch itself.

A Normally Open differential pressure switch may
be installed instead of the flow switch. This  pressure
switch must be sensible to the water pressure drop
across the evaporator.

It is also necessary to:

h Install air vent valves at the highest points of the

lines and on  inlet/outlet water connections of the
cooler and of the desuperheater (if provided).

h Install shut-off valves on the cooler and desuper-
heater (if provided) inlet and outlet water lines.

h Provide suitable drainage points (with plugs,
cocks etc.) at the lowest points of the lines.

h Install a valved by-pass circuit around the cooler.

h Insulate the pipework to prevent heat loss.

h Install a  filter on the water inlet lines to the cooler
and  to the desuperheater (if provided). 

h Install a  water flow measuring device.

RLS UNIT EXTERNAL HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT
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In order to equalize  the pressure drops in each unit
water circuit, in the cases where  two or more units
are connected in parallel it is recommended to real-
ize  the connections thru a “Reverse Return” circuit
(as shown below) .

Legend

A From circulation pump
B Chilled water to the system
S Gate valves
VG Balancing valve
E1 Cooler, 1st unit
E2 Cooler, 2nd unit
E3 Cooler, 3rd unit

4.3 Water connections

The water inlet and outlet connections must be real-
ized  according to the indications contained on the
labels fitted adjacent to the fittings.

Connect the external water supply lines to
the Victaulic water inlet and outlet fittings lo-
cated at left side of the unit (facing the con-
trol panel).
Please refer to Section 9 of this manual as
far as diameters and positions are con-
cerned .

Waterside  Connection in Parallel of Three Units
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4.4 Electrical Supplies

Ensure that the power supply is off
before working on system.

The unit must be provided with an
effective earth connection.

It is the installer responsibility to ensure that
all external wiring complies with applicable
safety regulations.

Itelco-Clima is not responsible for injuries
and/or damages of any kind resulting
from failure to observe these precautions.

The unit complies with EN 60 204-1 standard.

The following connections are required:

h One three-phase line with earth connection  for the
power circuit supply.

The electrical distribution system must be able to sup-
ply all the unit power input (refer to Section 9 of this
manual).

The disconnect switches and circuit breakers must be
sized to handle the unit starting Amps indicate in the
to Section 9 of this Manual.

Supply lines and isolating devices shall be designed
so that all the lines will be  fully independent.

To prevent damage due to electrical phase loss mag-
netic, thermal differential breakers are recommend-
ed.

Power supplies to the compressors and the fans are
through contactors triggered by the control  panel.

Each motor is provided with an internal thermal over-
load cut-out and external fuses.

Supply cables must run through the passing holes lo-
cated on the unit side and enter the electrical panel
through the  holes specifically provided at the bottom
of the panel.

4.5 Electrical Connections

The installation of the unit on the job  site
must be carried out according to the Ma-
chinery Safety Directive (98/37/EC), to the
Low Voltage Directive (73/23/EEC), to the
Electromagnetic Interference Directive
(89/336/EEC) and according to normal
rules for technical matters prescribed by
country regulations. Do not operate the
unit before having checked that all the
above was strictly observed. Supply lines
shall consist of insulated copper conductors
sized for maximum Amps draw.

Terminal connections should be made in accordance
with the connection diagram printed in this manual
and the diagram supplied with the unit.

Before connecting the supply lines, check
that the lined  voltage is within the range
shown in the Electrical Data detailed in Sec-
tion 9 of this Manual.

For  3-phase power supply, it is also necessary to
check that the phase unbalance does not exceed
2%. Such a  check must be  performed by measuring
the difference between the voltage of each phase
pair and the average line  voltage during operation.
The maximum measured difference (unbalance) shall
not exceed 2% of the average voltage.

If the unbalance is unacceptable, the electricity sup-
ply company must be asked to correct the fault.

Supplying the unit with a line whose unbal-
ance exceeds the specified value will auto-
matically void the manufacture’s warranty.
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Electric connections of Models RLS 400/900

MORSETTIERA DELL'UNITA' MORSETTIERA ESTERNA

LINEA
400-3+PE-50Hz

L1

INTERRUTTORE PRINCIPALE

L2

L3

61

06

33

32

07

62

63

64

PE

INDICAZIONE
REMOTA

COMPRESSORE '2' INSERITO

TENSIONE INSERITA

COMPRESSORE '1' INSERITO
37

35

39

34

38

36

40

FLUSSOSTATO

INTERRUTTORE REMOTO
DI MARCIA ARRESTO

1

01

3

2

02

4

COMANDO RESISTENZA
RELÉ ANTIGELO
IDROKIT

RELÉ COMANDO POMPA

14

103

8

8

INTERBLOCCO POMPA

CONTROLLO VOLTAGGIO FASE
(ACCESSORIO)

PARZIALIZZAZIONE DEL CARICO
COMPRESSORE 1

PARZIALIZZAZIONE DEL CARICO
COMPRESSORE 2

ALLARME GENERALE (NORM. APERTO)

COMUNE

ALLARME GENERALE (NORM. CHIUSO)

MORSETTIERA DELL’UNITÀ MORSETTIERA APPARECCHIATURE ESTERNE CONTATTO PULITO

UNIT TERMINAL BOARD OUTSIDE TERMINAL BOARD

400 V / 3 PH / 50 HZ LINE

REMOTE 
INDICATION

REMOTE ON/OFF
SWITCH

FLOW SWITCH

PUMP INTERLOCK

PHASE VOLTAGE CONTROL
(ACCESSORY)

COMPRESSOR 1
UNLOADING

COMPRESSOR 2
UNLOADING

GENERIC ALARM (N.O.)

COMMON

GENERIC ALARM (N.C.)

POWER ON

COMPRESSOR 1 ON

COMPRESSOR 2 ON

PUMP CONTROL RELAY

HYDROKIT
ANTIFREEZE RELAY
CONTROL

MAIN SWITCH

UNIT TERMINAL BOARD EXTERNAL DEVICES TERMINAL BOARD VOLTAGE FREE CONTACT
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5 COMMISSIONING

The unit must be started up only by trained
personnel from an Authorized Itelco Clima
Service Center. Failure to satisfy this re-
quirement will automatically void the manu-
facturer  warranty.

The operations performed by Itelco Clima
service personnel are limited to unit start-
ing, and do not include other work on sys-
tem such as electrical connection, water
connection, etc.  All other preparatory
work, including oil pre-heating (for at least
12 hours) where applicable, must be direct-
ly performed by installer.

5.1 Preliminary Checks

The following operations must be performed before
starting the unit and should be performed before Itel-
co Clima  service personnel arrives in the job site.

h Keeping off the main isolating switch off, check
that the electrical terminal clamps are tight and
that all mobile parts of the contactors can move
freely.

h Check that the voltage and phase unbalance of
the power supply is within limits indicated in the
Section 4 of this manual.

h Connect clean (non-energized) contacts of the
flow switch and the pump thermal overload cut-out
or other devices (where provided) to terminals 1-2
and 3-4 respectively.

h Check that the external water circuit components
(pumps, user equipment, filters, expansion tank
and buffer tank where provided) have been cor-
rectly installed as advised by their manufacturers.

h Check that the external water circuit is full and that
the fluid circulates freely with no signs of leakage
or air bubbles. If ethylene glycol is used as an-
tifreeze, check that its  percentage concentration
is correct.

h Check that the pump direction of rotation is cor-
rect, and allow fluid to circulate for at least 24
hours (12 hours for each pump). Then clean the
basket filters on the pump suction.

h Adjust the fluid distribution network so that the
flow rates are as specified.

h Check that the water quality is as specified.

h Check that the oil heaters, if fitted have been ener-
gized for at least 12 hours.

5.2 Start Up

The start up  sequence is the following:

h Turn on the master isolating switches (12 hours be-
fore).

h Check that the compressor oil has reached the
necessary temperature  (minimum temperature at
the oil pan exterior must be approximately 40°C)
and that the auxiliary control circuit is energized.

h Check that all external equipments are in working
order and that the associated control equipment is
correctly calibrated.

h Start the chilled fluid  pump and check that the wa-
ter flow rate is as required.

h Set the desired chilled fluid inlet temperature on
the “Chiller Control” panel (refer to Section 6 of
this Manual).

h Start up the unit (refer to Section 6 of this Manual).

h After about 15 minutes of operation, check that no
air bubbles are visible through the sight glass on
the liquid refrigerant line.

In case  air bubbles are visible, it means
that the unit lost  part of its refrigerant
charge through one or more leaks. The
leaks must be eliminated (refer to Section 7
of this Manual).

h Repeat the starting procedure after the elimination
of all the leaks.

h Check that the oil level is correct where the com-
pressor is equipped with a sight glass.

RLS 400 - 900

Compressor sight glass

MAX 

MIN

MAX

MIN
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5.3 Performance Check

Check all  the following items:

h Cooler inlet water temperature.

h Cooler outlet water temperature.

h Cooler water flow rate.

h Compressor Amps   at stable operating condi-
tions.

h Fans Amps.

Check that the saturated evaporation and condensa-
tion temperatures during operation both at high and
low pressure read on the high and low refrigerant
pressure gauges are as follows:

(On units without high and low refrigerant pressure
gauges, connect gauges to the Schrader valves lo-
cated on the refrigerant circuits).

5.4 Customer Handover

h The contract must familiarize the customer with the
machine operating instructions detailed  in section
6 of this Manual.

High pressure side Approximately between
15 and 18 °C more
than condensing coil air
inlet temperature.

Low pressure side Approximately between
5 and 7  °C lower  than
leaving chilled fluid tem-
perature.
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6 OPERATION

These chillers are equipped with a microprocessor
control logic and regulation management system.
The system consists of a unit logic board and a liquid
crystal control panel which manages the control,
starting, shutdown and display functions.

6.1 General Information

6.1.1 Introduction

The information and the operating instructions of the
electronic control system mounted on the unit are li-
sted here below. 

6.1.2 Main characteristics

– Microprocessor control
– User friendly easy reachable keyboard
– Proportional – Integral control of return water tem-

perature (RWT)
– Hysteresis type control of leaving chilled water

temperature (LWT)
– Access code to Manufacture Level
– Access code to Service  Level
– Acoustic and LED alarm indication
– Backlighted liquid crystals display
– Closed loop condensing pressure control
– Start and stop pump down logic
– Cooling capacity steps rotation
– Oil recovery function
– Night (or Low Noise) function management
– Compressor and pump working hours meter
– Discharge and suction pressure display
– Memorized alarms history
– 4 set point time programs

Possibility to connect:

– Serial Communication Card RS485 to connect the
Chiller Control  to a MMS net (Carel or Modbus ty-
pe)

– Remote Display Terminal
– Phase monitoring kit

6.1.3  “Chiller Control” system for RLS
two screw compressors units

These cooling only water chillers  are provided with
a microprocessor board having a default program
for the management of two refrigeration circuits
each one equipped with one twin screws compres-
sor, one low  pressure transducer and one high pres-
sure transducer.  The control system consists of:

– INTERNAL ELECTRONIC PCB
– TERMINAL UNIT WITH DISPLAY AND KEYBOARD
– CHILLED FLUID TEMPERATURE SENSORS
– AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE SENSORS
– HIGH PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
– LOW PRESSURE TRANSDUCER

6.2 Keyboard – Display Terminal Unit

6.2.1 General Information

The figure which follows shows the terminal unit with
open access door.  On the figure it is possible to see
the microprocessor managed 4 lines – 20 columns
LCD display, the keyboard and the LEDs which allow
to program  all the control parameters as setpoints,
differential band, alarm thresholds and to perform
the main functions.

6.2.2 Keyboard

The terminal unit allows the operator to perform the
following operations:
– initial configuration of the unit
– modification of the main working parameters
– displaying of the alarms and their notification by

“buzzer”
– displaying of all the measured parameters
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The LEDs of each keys light up when the function re-
lated to the key is active.

Figura 1

1. On/Off key: it allows to switch on and off the
unit.  Unit status  is indicated by the lighting of the
green LED.

2. Alarm key: it is used to display the alarms, to
manually reset the alarms and to arrest the buz-
zer.  If the key is lighted in red it means that at lea-
st one alarm was detected.
Pushing one time this key the buzzer is arrested
and the mask related the active alarm is di-
splayed.
Pushing it a second time the alarm is reset.

3. Upward arrow key: it allows to program the
control parameters and to move  between the ma-
sks (not backlighted).

4. Downward arrow key: it allows to program the
control parameters and to move  between the ma-
sks (not backlighted). 

5. Enter key: it allows to move the cursor inside the
masks and to save the programmed parameters.
This key is continuously backlighted (in yellow) to
show that the unit is under power.

6.2.3 Display

The unit is equipped with a 4 lines – 20 columns LCD
display.
The parameters and the operation information are
shown in pages called “masks”
The  navigation inside each mask is possible using
as follows the terminal unit keys.

When  cursor position corresponds to the left corner
of the upper part of the display (Home) pushing the

arrow keys it is possible to access to the ma-
sks which are associated to the selected field.  If a
mask contains parameters programming fields, pu-
shing the key ENTER the cursor will move to those
fields.  When it reaches one of the programming
fields, using the             arrow keys it is possible to
modify the relevant value within its programming
range.  The modified value must be confirmed pu-
shing the ENTER key. 

The connection between the terminal unit and the
board is realized by a 6 ways phone cable.
The connection between the terminal unit and the
main board is not strictly necessary to the normal
operation of the controller.

Access to the displaying mask of the
main parameters and unit  status mask.

Access to devices maintenance parame-
ters (elapsed working hour of the device
and reset of the hours meter, alarm hi-
story) (Service Level)

Not Available

Access to the displaying masks of  digi-
tal and Analog inputs and outputs status
and of the software release. 

Access to clock programming mask 

Access to the displaying / programming
masks of the control setpoint (User Level
– Setpoint) 

Access to “Service level” masks 

Pushing this key together it is
possible to access to the “Ma-
nufacturer Level” 

Not Used. 

menu I/O set prog

info
? on-off alarm enter

menu

I/O

set

prog

menu prog+

info
?

1
on-off

2
alarm

3/4 5
enter

x                  Riga0
Home          Riga1

                 Riga2
                 Riga3

+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +

+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - +

4

4

Line 0
Line 1
Line 2
Line 3
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6.3 Functions / Keys / Configuration

6.3.1 Alarms Table

Code Alarm Description Comp. # 1 Comp. # 2 Fan # 1 Fan # 2 Pump Notes
Status Status Status Status Status

AL01 Wrong power Phase
monitor (1)

AL02 Antifreeze alarm
AL03 Interlock
AL04 Flow switch alarm
AL05 System #1 low suction pressure
AL06 System #2 low suction pressure
AL07 System #1 high discharge pressure
AL08 System #2 high discharge pressure
AL09 Compressor #1 thermal protection
AL10 Compressor #2 thermal protection
AL11 Recovery antifreeze alarm
AL12 System #1 group #1 fan thermal protection Step #1 off
AL13 System #1 group #2 fan thermal protection Step #2 off
AL14 System #2 group #1 fan thermal protection Step #1 off
AL15 System #2 group #2 fan thermal protection Step #2 off
AL16 System #1 compressor differential pressure
AL17 System #2 compressor differential pressure
AL18 Clock board failure
AL21 B1-Tin sensor failure
AL22 B2-LP1 sensor failure
AL23 B3-DP1 sensor failure
AL24 B4-Tair sensor failure
AL25 B5-Tout sensor failure
AL26 B6-LP2 sensor failure
AL27 B7-DP2 sensor failure
AL28 B8-Tplan sensor failure
AL29 B9-Trin sensor failure Note (2)
AL30 B10-Trout sensor failure Note (2)
AL31 Compressor #1 maintenance 
AL32 Compressor #2 maintenance
AL33 Pump maintenance 
-------

Notes:
1 = Check power phases rotation and/or minimum voltage.  It works only in case the Phases Monitor (accessory) is installed.
2 = It forces to leave the recovery mode.  Recovery mode inhibited.

Off Off Off Off Off 

Off Off Off Off Run
Off Off Off Off Off
Off Off Off Off Off
Off Run Off Run Run
Run Off Run Off Run
Off Run Off Run Run
Run Off Run Off Run
Off Off Run Run Run
Run Run Off Off Run
Run Run Run Run Run
Run Run Run Run
Run Run Run Run
Run Run Run Run
Run Run Run Run
Off Run Off Run Run
Run Off Run Off Run
Run Run Run Run Run
Off Off Off Off Run
Off Run Run Run Run
Run Run Run Run Run
Run Run Run Run Run
Off Off Off Off Run
Run Off Run Off Run
Run Run Run Run Run
Off Off Off Off Run
Run Run Run Run Run
Run Run Run Run Run
Run Run Run Run Run
Run Run Run Run Run
Run Run Run Run Run
Off Off Off Off Off
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6.3.2 “Menu” key

Pushing the “Menu” key the main mask is displayed:

In this mask the following items are displayed:
– unit serial number and control temperature
– system #1 status
– system #2 status
– unit  status

6.3.3 I/O (Input/Output) Status

Pushing the “I/O” key it is possible to access to all
the masks showing the values read by all the sensors
installed on the unit. 

The following items are also displayed:
1. Chiller Control digital inputs and outputs status
2. Analog outputs driving the fan speed controllers
3. Code and release of the “Chiller Control” soft-

ware.

6.3.4 Maintenance

Pushing the “Maintenance” key it is possible to ac-
cess to the following information masks:

1. ALARM HISTORY

U:1 RWT......    0.0°C
SYS#1:  OFF
SYS#2:  OFF
Unità      ON

Sensor Use
Entering chilled fluid temperature
Leaving chilled fluid temperature
Installation control sensor (in case of “Chiller Network”)
System #1 suction pressure transducer
System #1 discharge pressure transducer
System #2 suction pressure transducer
System #2 discharge pressure transducer
Ambient air temperature
Heat recovery heat exchanger entering water temp.
Heat recovery heat exchanger leaving water temp.

Pushing the “Enter” the cursor enter in the list of the
memorized alarms.  At this point the arrow keys al-
low to scroll the masks of all the memorized alarms
which show the date, time, code and the controlled
water temperature (entering or leaving) at the mo-
ment in which the alarm itself was detected.

2.  PUMP WORKING HOURS

3. COMPRESSORS WORKING HOURS

4.  PASSWORD (*)

NOTE.  Contact Itelco Clima Service Department to
access to the following masks.

RST_HOUR METERS

MSK_FILTERS

M_DISABLE

N°0000
AL000   00:00 00/00/00
Setpoint...... 00.00°C
Temperature.. 00.0°C

U:1
Pump............... 000000h

U:1  SYS #1
Compressor.... 000000h
U:1  SYS #2
Compressor..... 000000h

U:1
Digit password

0000

Reset hours U1
pump................. N
compressors
SYS #1 N        SYS #2 N

Enabling software
filters................. S
Threshold.........    00.5 °C
Interval..............    020 sec

Enabling 
compressors
SYS #1 = Y  SYS #2 = Y

Tin
Tout
TpLAN
SP-1
DP-1
SP-2
DP-2
Tair
TRin
TRout
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M_OFFSET1

M_OFFSET2

Sensors calibration
Tin.................... 0.0 °C
SP #1............... 0.0 bar
DP #1............... 0.0 bar

Tair.................... 0.0 °C
Tout................... 0.0 °C
SP #2............... 0.0 bar
DP #2............... 0.0 bar

Sensors calibration
TpLAN.............. 0.0 °C
TRin.................. 0.0 °C
TRout................ 0.0 °C

Maintenance alarm
threshold

003X1000h

6.3.5 Setpoint

Pushing the “Set” key it is possible to access to user’s
Setpoint level.  The following table contains the de-
tails of the parameters which is possible to set  with
the relevant limitations and default values:

User’s Setpoints Control of Low Limit High Limit Default
System #1 ON/OFF - - - OFF ON OFF
System #2 ON/OFF - - - OFF ON OFF

Setpoint Inlet 8 20 10
Outlet 6 20 8

Glycol setpoint Inlet -15 20 10
Outlet -15 20 8

Dead band Inlet 1 10 5
Outlet 1 6 2

Language Selection - - - ITA ENG ... ... ... Italian
Recovery

System #2 ON/OFF - - - OFF ON OFF
System #1 ON/OFF - - - OFF ON OFF

Recovery
Setpoint Recovery 30 50 45

Band Recovery 2 6 4
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6.3.6 Clock Key

Si accede alle seguenti maschere????:

DATE, DAY ANT TIME

TIMING PERIODS ENABLING

SETPOINTS TIMING

NIGHT SETBACK MODE (*)

* = Only if this mode is enabled in Service Level.

U:1  Clock
Hour 00:00
Day
Date 00/00/00

Day timing
periods with
setpoint
variations ..................... N

Setp1 = 00.0  -  00:00 h
Setp2 = 00.0  -  00:00 h
Setp3 = 00.0  -  00:00 h
Setp4 = 00.0  -  23:59 h

Night Mode

PM 22:00  AM 06:00



Parameter Type Min. Max Std R22 R134A
Value Value R407C units units

Flag S = YES N = NO N

Flag S = YES N = NO N

Flag S = YES N = NO N

Flag S = YES N = NO S

Flag S = YES N = NO N

bar 0.00 99.9 2.0

°C -20 50 30

Volt 0.0 5.0 5.0

Flag NO SI NO

001 200 001

1200 19200 19200

flag RS485/RS232/MODBUS RS485

Flag NO YES NO

FLAG RWT
P+I LWT RWT P

sec 0 999 600

Sec 300 600 300

Sec 10 999 300

Sec 10 60 30

Sec 10 60 20

°C -10 10 6 5

FLAG SI NO NO

ore 1 24 12h

Sec 0 60 20

sec 5 60 30

flag NO SI SI

Sec 5 90 15

bar 0.5 3 1.8 1

flag GRAD FSC GRAD

sec -10 +10 0

°C -20 0 -20

°C 0 60 45 

Bar 10 24 f(Tair) o 15 10.5

bar 1 25 11 8

Vdc 0 10 0

Vdc 0 f(Tair) o 10 10

Bar 18 28 22 15.6

bar 18 28 23.0 19.0

bar 0.5 3 1.5
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6.3.7 Service Level (password 1234)

Pushing the “Prog” key and stating  the correct password (1234) it is possible to access to the Service Level.

Remote on/off enabling

Push ENTER key to initialize the unit

Automatic restart after power breakdown

Glycol enabling

Clock enabling

Nigh mode

DPOFFSET

TMAX

DELTA-V

Serial Board

ID

Baud rate

Protocol

ChillerNet enabling

Water temperature control mode (RWT P,  RWT P+I, LWT)

RWT P+I (Integration time)

Compressor minimum ON  time

Compressor minimum OFF  time

Compressors loading time

Compressors unloading time

Lower setpoint limit (_mCS)

Pump Management

Remote Logic

Standby

OFF delay

Compressors/Pump minimum ON time

Pump down

Enabling

Maximum time

SP set

Condensing mode

Fan ON delay

LS (Low Speed)

Setpoint

Differential

DPSET (note 2)

MINDP

MIN velocity

MAX velocity (note 2)

MDP

High threshold

Differential
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Parameter Type Min. Max Std R22 R134A
Value Value R407C units units

°C -20 +20 5 4

°C 0.5 3 1.5

FLAG S = SI N = NO S

FLAG S = SI N = NO N

sec 0 10 5

sec 0 20 1

sec 0 20 5

bar 0.5 3 1.8 1

bar 0.5 3 1

sec 0 60 10

sec 0 120 45

bar 2 10 6 

FLAG S = SI N = NO S

sec 0 60 20 

°C -15 10 3

°C 0 99 2

°C -15 10 5

°C 0 99 2

°C -15 10 4

°C 0 99 2

°C -15 10 5

°C 0 99 2

sec 0 240 60 

sec 0 120 60

XXXX 0 9999 1234

Note 1:  Pushing “ENTER” key the Service Level parameter are forced to the default values.
Note 2: The maxim value of MAX Velocity is depending from Tair only if Night Mode is active.

Compressor LWT Stop

MINLWT

Differential

Interlock enabling

Phase monitor enabling

Alarm delay

Flow Switch Alarm Delay

In steady condition

During the start up

Differential Pressure

Setpoint

Alarm enabling

Alarm delay in steady condition

Low Pressure Switch

In steady condition

During the start up

Low Pressure Switch Alarm Delay

In steady condition

During the start up

Antifreeze

Limit

Differential

Antifreeze Electric Heater

Setpoint

Differential

Recovery Antifreeze

Limit

Differential

Recovery Antifreeze Electric Heater

Setpoint

Differential

Oil differential pressure alarm trip delay at the start up

Oil differential pressure alarm trip delay in steady condition

Service Password modification
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6.4 Protocol Parameters List

Index Meaning Reading/Writing Type

1 System #1 compressor Reading Digital

2 System #1 liquid line solenoid valve Reading Digital

3 System #1 compressor solenoid valve A Reading Digital

4 System #1 compressor solenoid valve B Reading Digital

5 System #1 compressor solenoid valve C Reading Digital

6 Pump Reading Digital

7 Generic alarm Reading Digital

8 System #2 compressor Reading Digital

9 System #2 liquid line solenoid valve Reading Digital

10 System #2 compressor solenoid valve A Reading Digital

11 System #2 compressor solenoid valve B Reading Digital

12 System #2 compressor solenoid valve C Reading Digital

13 System #1 group #1 fans Reading Digital

14 System #1 group #2 fans Reading Digital

15 System #2 group #1 fans Reading Digital

16 System #2 group #2 fans Reading Digital

17 Antifreeze electric heater Reading Digital

18 Recovery solenoid valve #1 Reading Digital

19 Recovery solenoid valve #2 Reading Digital

20 Automatic restart after power breakdown Reading/Writing Digital

21 Glycol cooling enabling Reading/Writing Digital

22 Compressor lead/lag sequence enabling Reading/Writing Digital

23 Pump down enabling Reading/Writing Digital

24 Timing periods enabling Reading/Writing Digital

25 Nigh mode Reading/Writing Digital

26 ChillerNet enabling Reading/Writing Digital

27 Remote pump enabling Reading/Writing Digital

30 FSC enabling Reading/Writing Digital

31 ON/OFF from supervisor Reading/Writing Digital

32 Remote ON/OFF enabling Reading/Writing Digital

33 Interlock enabling Reading/Writing Digital

34 Phase monitor enabling Reading/Writing Digital

35 Differential pressure alarm enabling Reading/Writing Digital

36 Compressor #1 enabling Reading/Writing Digital

37 Compressor #2 enabling Reading/Writing Digital

38 Unit under power Reading Digital

39 Recovery #1 enabling Reading/Writing Digital

40 Recovery #2 enabling Reading/Writing Digital

41 Compressor #1 disabling Reading/Writing Digital

42 Compressor #2 disabling Reading/Writing Digital

43 B1 enabling Reading/Writing Digital

44 B2 enabling Reading/Writing Digital

45 B3 enabling Reading/Writing Digital

46 B4 enabling Reading/Writing Digital

47 B5 enabling Reading/Writing Digital
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Index Meaning Reading/Writing Type

48 B6 enabling Reading/Writing Digital

49 B7 enabling Reading/Writing Digital

50 B8 enabling Reading/Writing Digital

51 B9 enabling Reading/Writing Digital

52 B10 enabling Reading/Writing Digital

53 System #1 driver presence Reading Digital

54 System #2 driver presence Reading Digital

55 Probe error driver #1 Reading Digital

56 Step motor driver #1 Reading Digital

57 Eeprom error driver #1 Reading Digital

58 Battery not good driver #1 Reading Digital

59 Compressor #1 maintenance Reading Digital

60 Compressor #2 maintenance Reading Digital

61 Compressor #3 maintenance (not used in RLS units) Reading Digital

62 Compressor #4 maintenance (not used in RLS units) Reading Digital

63 Flow switch alarm

1 System #1 status Reading Integer

2 System #2 status Reading Integer

3 Unit status Reading Integer

4 Minimum OFF time Reading Integer

5 Minimum ON time Reading Integer

6 Minimum OFF time of the compressor Reading/Writing Integer

7 Compressor ON sequence delay Reading/Writing Integer

8 Compressor OFF delay (LWT) Reading/Writing Integer

9 Pump standby time Reading/Writing Integer

10 Pump OFF delay Reading/Writing Integer

11 Flow switch alarm delay in steady condition Reading/Writing Integer

12 Flow switch alarm delay at start up Reading/Writing Integer

13 Low pressure alarm delay Reading/Writing Integer

14 Defrost cycle starting delay  (not used in RLS units) Reading/Writing Integer

15 Defrost cycle max time  (not used in RLS units) Reading/Writing Integer

16 Compressor OFF delay during defrost cycles  (not used in RLS units) Reading/Writing Integer

17 Pump down maximum time Reading/Writing Integer

18 Hours of timing #1 Reading/Writing Integer

19 Hours of timing #2 Reading/Writing Integer

20 Hours of timing #3 Reading/Writing Integer

21 Minutes of timing #1 Reading/Writing Integer

22 Minutes of timing #2 Reading/Writing Integer

23 Minutes of timing #3 Reading/Writing Integer

24 Sensor working logic (LWT) Reading/Writing Integer

25 Pump hours Reading/Writing Integer

26 Pump hours  (not used in RLS units) Reading/Writing Integer

27 Compressor #1 hours Reading/Writing Integer

28 Compressor #1  hours (not used in RLS units) Reading/Writing Integer

29 Compressor #2 hours Reading/Writing Integer

30 Compressor #2  hours  (not used in RLS units) Reading/Writing Integer
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Index Meaning Reading/Writing Type

30 Compressor #3 hours  (not used in RLS units) Reading/Writing Integer

31 Compressor #3  hours  (not used in RLS units) Reading/Writing Integer

32 Compressor #4 hours  (not used in RLS units) Reading/Writing Integer

33 Compressor #4  hours  (not used in RLS units) Reading/Writing Integer

1 Water inlet temperature Reading Analog

2 System #1 water outlet temperature Reading Analog

3 System #2 water outlet temperature Reading Analog

4 Ambient temperature Reading Analog

5 Defrost temperature/System #1 low pressure transducer Reading Analog

6 Defrost temperature/System #2 low pressure transducer Reading Analog

7 System #1 high pressure transducer Reading Analog

8 System #2 high pressure transducer Reading Analog

9 Control temperature Reading Analog

10 Fan velocity index Reading Analog

11 Compressor stopping threshold in cooling (LWT) Reading/Writing Analog

12 Compressor stopping threshold in heating (LWT) Reading/Writing Analog

13 Antifreeze setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

14 Antifreeze differential Reading/Writing Analog

15 Antifreeze electric heater setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

16 Antifreeze electric heater differential Reading/Writing Analog

17 Inverter setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

18 Fan minimum velocity Reading/Writing Analog

19 Fan maximum velocity Reading/Writing Analog

20 Compressor maximum capacity Reading/Writing Analog

21 Compressor minimum capacity Reading/Writing Analog

22 High temperature in heating Reading/Writing Analog

23 Low temperature in heating Reading/Writing Analog

24 Defrost starting temperature setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

25 Defrost ending temperature setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

26 Limit setpoint  in cooling Reading/Writing Analog

27 Maximum setpoint in heating Reading/Writing Analog

28 Efficiency value Reading/Writing Analog

29 Timing period #1 RWT cooling setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

30 Timing period #2 RWT cooling setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

31 Timing period #3 RWT cooling setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

32 Timing period #4 RWT cooling setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

33 Timing period #1 RWT heating setpoint  (not used in RLS units) Reading/Writing Analog

34 Timing period #2 RWT heating setpoint  (not used in RLS units) Reading/Writing Analog

35 Timing period #3 RWT heating setpoint  (not used in RLS units) Reading/Writing Analog

36 Timing period #4 RWT heating setpoint  (not used in RLS units) Reading/Writing Analog

37 Timing period #1 LWT cooling setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

38 Timing period #2 LWT cooling setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

39 Timing period #3 LWT cooling setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

40 Timing period #4 LWT cooling setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

41 Timing period #1 LWT heating setpoint  (not used in RLS units) Reading/Writing Analog

42 Timing period #2 LWT heating setpoint  (not used in RLS units) Reading/Writing Analog
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Index Meaning Reading/Writing Type

43 Timing period #3 LWT heating setpoint  (not used in RLS units) Reading/Writing Analog

44 Timing period #4 LWT heating setpoint  (not used in RLS units) Reading/Writing Analog

45 Timing period #1 RWT glycol setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

46 Timing period #2 RWT glycol setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

47 Timing period #3 RWT glycol setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

48 Timing period #4 RWT glycol setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

49 Timing period #1 LWT glycol setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

50 Timing period #2 LWT glycol setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

51 Timing period #3 LWT glycol setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

52 Timing period #4 LWT glycol setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

53 RWT cooling setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

54 LWT cooling setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

55 RWT heating setpoint  (not used in RLS units) Reading/Writing Analog

56 LWT heating setpoint  (not used in RLS units) Reading/Writing Analog

57 RWT glycol setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

58 LWT glycol setpoint Reading/Writing Analog

59 Band Reading/Writing Analog

60 Dead band Reading/Writing Analog
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7 MAINTENANCE

Never release refrigerant to the
atmosphere when emptying the
refrigerating circuit. Suitable
retrieval equipment must be used.
If reclaimed refrigerant cannot be
reused it must be returned to the
manufacturer.

Never discard used compressor oil,
as it contains some refrigerant in
solution. It must returned to its oil
manufacturer.
The Safety Section of this manual
should be read carefully before
attempting any maintenance oper-
ation on the unit.

Unless otherwise indicated, the mainte-
nance operations described below can be
performed by any properly trained main-
tenance technician.

7.1 General Requirements

The Itelco – Clima RLS units range has been
designed to work continuously provided they are
regularly maintained and operated within the limita-
tions given in this manual.   Therefore each unit
must be maintained in accordance with the sched-
ule by the operator/customer, backed up by
regular service and maintenance visits by one of
the authorized Itelco Clima Service Centers.

It is the responsibility of the Client to provide for
these regular maintenance requirements and/or
sign a maintenance contract  with one of the autho-
rized Itelco Clima Service Centers to
protect the operation of the unit.

If damage or a system failure occurs due to improp-
er or wrong maintenance during the warranty peri-
od, Itelco Clima shall not
be liable for costs incurred to return the unit to satis-
factory conditions.

This maintenance section applies only to the stan-
dard RLS units in basic version and therefore may
be implemented on individual basis by additional
requirements to cover as applicable any
modifications or ancillary equipment.

7.2 Daily Maintenance

The maintenance checks should be carried out by
a competent person in accordance with the mainte-
nance schedule detailed below. Please note, how-
ever, that RLS  units are not generally user service-
able and no attempt must  be made to rectify faults
or problems found during daily checks. If in any
doubt should arise, please contact one of the Itelco
Clima Service Centers.

Scheduled Maintenance

Check leaving chilled
temperature
Check cooler chilled fluid side
pressure drop
Check electrical current 
drawn
Check suction pressures and
temperatures
Check discharge pressures
and temperatures
Check compressors 
oil level
Check the sight glass for gas
bubbles
Check condensing coil
cleanliness status 
Check compressor oil
heaters 
Check the circuit breakers
status
Check the low pressure
switches status
Check the high pressure
switches status
Check the oil differential
pressure switches status
Check cooler insulation status
Check the tightening of the
electric terminal
Check the tightening of the
terminal boxes screws
Wash the cabinet with water
and soap 
Straighten the condensing 
coil fins
Check antifreeze density
Purge the cooler or introduce
an antifreeze in it

Operation
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7.3 Refrigerant Charge

Never introduce liquid refrigerant in the
low pressure side of circuit. Extreme care
must be taken to ensure that circuit is cor-
rectly charged.

An insufficient charge will lead to poor machine per-
formance. In extreme cases, the low pressure switch
could cut in and lock the circuit.

Excessive charge will raise the condensation pres-
sure (which in extreme cases could cause the high
pressure switch to cut in and lock the circuit) with a
consequent increase in power consumption.

Under no circumstances the compressor
can be used as a vacuum pump to purge
a circuit.

The refrigerant circuit must be charged whenever it
is emptied for maintenance purposes (leak repair,
compressor replacement, etc.). Charge quantities
are given in Section 9 of this manual.

Before charging, the circuit must be vacuum-purged
and dried, reaching a minimum absolute pressure
of 50 Pa.

Some  refrigerant gas must be introduced to elimi-
nate vacuum; after the circuit must be charges the
circuit to 90% of the total required charge introduc-
ing the refrigerant  in liquid form through the appro-
priate charging valve on liquid line at condenser
outlet.

A refrigerant container should then be connected to
the charging valve on liquid line and the container
should be held so that only liquid phase refrigerant
is released.

The compressor should be started and refrigerant
allowed to low from the refrigerant container until
liquid in the sight glass runs clear and the refriger-
ant  temperature at evaporator outlet has stabilized
at about  5°C.

7.4 Refrigeration Circuits

RLS Series units are equipped with two  fully inde-
pendent refrigeration circuits and a single shell and
tubes cooler with two separate circuits on refriger-
ant side and a single circuit on water side.

7.5 Compressors

These units are supplied with the compressors
charged  with the correct quantity of oil  required
for operation. Under normal operating conditions,
refrigerant charge and lubricant will last the life of
the machine, provided that the circuits will not be
opened for maintenance and they will work proper-
ly . 

In case it will be necessary to replace compressor
(e.g. as a fault due to a winding burnout or a
mechanical failure), please contact one of the
authorized Itelco Clima Service Centers.
.

The compressor working in units charged
with R407C use polyoliestheric oil.  During
the compressor maintenance works or in
case it is necessary to open the refrigera-
tion circuit in any point,  keep in mind that
this kind of oil is very hygroscopic and
therefore it is necessary to avoid long
exposure periods to the atmosphere. 

7.6 Condensing Coils

The condensing coils are manufactured with copper
tubes and aluminum fins. In case a refrigerant leak-
age should take place as a result of accidental
impact or damage these  coils must only be
repaired or replaced by one of the authorized
Itelco Clima Service Centers. To ensure to the con-
densing coils a proper heat exchange, their outside
heat exchanging surfaces must be kept free of impu-
rities such as leaves, fibers, insects, dirt etc. Soiled
condensing coils will increase power consumption
and in that conditions the maximum pressure alarm
might trip lock out the unit.

During the coils cleaning procedure take
care to avoid to  damage aluminum fins.

The condensing coils must  be cleaned using low
pressure compressed air directed parallel to alu-
minum fins and in the opposite
direction to that of normal air circulation.  To clean
the outside heat exchanging surfaces it is also pos-
sible to use a vacuum cleaner. The coil may also be
cleaned with soapy water using a suitable spray
nozzle working at low pressure.
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7.7 Condenser Fans

Each condenser fan has an aerofoi l blades
impeller and cylindrical diffuser. The motors bear-
ings are lubricated for life.

Before starting up the machine or after any repair
work involving 3-phase line disconnection it is nec-
essary to ensure that fans rotate in the direction
indicated by the arrow (upward air flow).

If the  fans rotates in the wrong direction, discon-
nect and invert two of the three phases of the
involved motor power supply.

7.8 Filter Drier

Both the Refrigeration circuits are equipped with fil-
ter-driers.

The filter-driers are interchangeable cartridge type 

Filter-drier clogging will be indicated by bubbles
passing thru the sight glass or by a difference in
temperature upstream and downstream of filter-drier
itself.
If bubbles persist after changing the cartridge, it
means the machine has lost part of its refrigerant
charge thru one or more leaks which must immedi-
ately be identified and repaired.

7.9 Sight Glass

The sight glass is used to monitor  liquid refrigerant
flow and the moisture content of refrigerant.
Bubbles in flow indicate that filter-drier is clogged,
or that refrigerant charge is low.

A color indicator is located inside the sight glass.
Comparing  the color of the indicator with the scale
which is attached on the sight glass lock ring it is
possible to determine the moisture content of refrig-
erant. If moisture content is too high, proceed as
described here below.

Change the filter-drier cartridge, operate the unit for
one day and check the moisture content again.

If the moisture content returns to normal no further
action is required, whilst if it still twill be too high it
is necessary to  change the filter-drier again, start
the unit and operate for one more day.

7.10 Thermostatic Expansion Valve

RLS units refrigeration circuits are equipped  with a
thermostatic expansion valve having external equal-
izer. Such a valve is factory calibrated to ensure a
5°C cooler leaving refrigerant superheating (suction
superheating).

The refrigerant superheating must be checked as
follows:
Read the suction pressure on the unit gauge panel
or on a pressure gauge connected to service  valve
installed on suction side.

From the temperature scale of the pressure gauge
determine the saturated suction temperature (Tsa)
corresponding to the suction pressure.

Determine the effective suction temperature (Tse)
using a contact thermometer with the probe applied
to the cooler  gas outlet gas connection .

The suction superheating (S) is given by: 

S = Tse - Tsa

The suction superheating can be corrected using the
suction superheating thermostatic expansion valve
adjusting screw. 
The adjusting  screw must be turned by  single revo-
lution and the unit must operate at least  for five
minutes. Then check the suction superheating
again and recorrect it if necessary.

Please note that if the thermostatic expansion valve
does not react to a  suction superheating calibra-
tion, it means that most probably the valve have
problems and must be replaced. Valve replacement
must be performed only by one of the  authorized
Itelco Clima Service Centers.

7.11  Cooler 

Check the cooler water side for cleanliness at regu-
lar intervals. This may be accomplished by check-
ing water side pressure drop (refer to Section 9 of
this manual) or by checking the difference of the
chilled fluid outlet and the refrigerant evaporation
temperature.

To have a proper heat exchange, the difference
between the chilled fluid outlet temperature and the
saturated evaporation temperature should differ by
5 to 7°C. A larger difference means  that the heat
exchanger is operating inefficiently, and is thus
soiled.
If soiled, the heat exchanger must be chemically
cleaned only by one of the  authorized Itelco Clima
Service Centers.

For any other service (special maintenance, heat
exchanger replacement, etc.), contact one of the
authorized Itelco Clima Service Centers.
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8 TROUBLE SHOOTING

The following table details possible unit faults, their probable causes and suggested remedies. For any
other problems not immediately recognizable and/or for technical assistance, call one of the  authorized
Itelco Clima Service Centers.

Fault Probable Cause Remedy

Differential oil pressure switch cuts
on locking the circuit.

Unit operates continuously, but
without cooling.

Frost on the suction line.

Unit is too noisy.

Low compressor oil level. One or more gas or oil leaks in
circuit.

compressor.

Faulty crankcase oil heater of the
compressor  basement.

Check electrical circuit and
crankcase heater element
operation, replacing any defective
components.

Contact one of the Authorized
Itelco Clima Service Centers.

Identify and eliminate all the leaks.
Mechanical damage to

Differential oil pressure switch cuts
on, break circuit.

Low oil level due to a refrigerant
leakage.

Start up with cold oil conditions.

Compressor lube circuit
malfunction.

Low refrigerant charge.

Filter-Dryer clogged.

Suction superheating out of
calibration

Vibrating lines.

Thermostatic expansion 
valve hisses. 

Noisy compressor. Seized bearings; replace
compressor.

Check that compressor retaining
nuts are tight.

Top up charge.

Check the filter-drier and replace
its cartridge if necessary

Check switch operation, replacing
it if necessary.

Determine location of leak and
repair it.

Check oil heater operation.

Contact one of the Authorized
Itelco Clima Service Centers.

Top up charge.

Replace  the Filter-Dryer cartridge.

Increase suction superheating.

Check the refrigerant charge.

Secure lines.

Check lines retentions.
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Fault Probable Cause Remedy

One or both compressors not
working.

Low pressure switch trips and
locks the circuit.

High pressure switch trips and
locks the circuit.

Liquid line too hot. 

Liquid line freezes. Liquid line valve partially closed.

Filter-drier clogged. Replace the filter-drier cartridge.

Check that all valves are open.

Insufficient refrigerant charge. Identify and eliminate causes of
charge loss and top up the charge.

Pressure switch failure.

Discharge valve partially closed. 

Non-condensable in circuit. 

Condenser fan(s) inoperative. Check wiring and motors. Repair
or replace as necessary.

Purge circuit.

Open valve, replacing if not
possible

Check switch operation,
replacing if necessary.

Refrigerant  leakage. 

Insufficient charge. 

Pressure switch failure. Check switch operation,
replacing if necessary.

Top up charge.

Identify and eliminate leakage.

Power circuit interrupted.

High pressure switch trip.

Control circuit fuse blown. 

Loose terminal clamps. 

Power circuit thermal overload
cut-out trip.

Incorrect wiring. 

Line voltage too low. 

Compressor motor 
short-circuited. 

Compressor seizure. Replace the compressor.

Check motor winding continuity.

Check line voltage. If problem
due to system, eliminate it. If
problem is due to distribution
network, contact the power
supplier.

Check control and safety device
wiring.

Check operation of control and
safety devices. Identify and
eliminate cause of the trip.

Check clamp tightness.

Check control circuit for earth
leakage and shorts. Change fuse.

Reset the high pressure switch
from the panel and re-start
machine. 
Identify and eliminate the causes
of pressure switch trip.

Check power circuit for earth
leakage and shorts. 
Check fuses.
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9 TECHNICAL DATA

9.1 Evaporator Pressure Drop Diagram

Nom. capacity Nominal flow Maximum flow Minimum flow K Nominal qp Maximum qp Minimum qp
(kW) (l/h) l/h) (l/h) [kPa/(l/h)2] (kPa) (kPa) (kPa)

RLS 400 269.5 46354.0 77256.7 28971.3 1.47068E-08 31.60 87.78 12.34

RLS 450 321.0 55212.0 92020.0 34507.5 1.07099E-08 32.65 90.69 12.75

RLS 525 389.5 66994.0 111656.7 41871.3 1.03164E-08 46.30 128.62 18.09

RLS 600 457.5 78690.0 131150.0 49181.3 7.28395E-09 45.10 125.29 17.62

RLS 700 577.5 99244.0 165406.7 62027.5 5.43596E-09 53.54 148.72 20.91

RLS 800 659.0 113348.0 188913.3 70842.5 3.63426E-09 46.69 129.70 18.24

RLS 900 726.3 124923.6 208206.0 78077.3 3.63426E-09 56.72 157.54 22.15

RLS 400 RLS 450 RLS 525 RLS 600 RLS 700 RLS 800 RLS 900

Q(l/h) qP(kPa) Q(l/h) qP(kPa) Q(l/h) qP(kPa) Q(l/h) qP(kPa) Q(l/h) qP(kPa) Q(l/h) qP(kPa) Q(l/h) qP(kPa)

max 77256.7 87.8 92020.0 90.7 111656.7 128.6 131150.0 125.3 165406.7 148.7 188913.3 129.7 208206.0 157.5

min 28971.3 12.3 34507.5 12.8 41871.3 18.1 49181.3 17.6 62027.5 20.9 70842.5 18.2 78077.3 22.2
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600 700 800 900
Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

°C From +5 thru +15
°C N.A.

°K From 3 to 8

l/h 49181 131150 62028 165407 70843 188913 78077 208206
kPa 17.6 125.3 20.9 148.7 18.2 129.7 22.155 157.54
bar 16

°C From -5 thru + (see note 2)

Pa 0

Pa 100

l 3431.3 4331.3 4942.5 5447.5
% 25 25 25 25
V 400 V, 3 Ø, 50 Hz (nominal)

400 450 525
Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

°C From +5 thru +15
°C N.A.

°K From 3 to 8

l/h 28971 77257 34508 92020 41871 111657
kPa 12.3 87.8 12.8 90.7 18.1 128.6
bar 16

°C From -5 thru + (see note 2)

Pa 0

Pa 100

l 2021.3 2407.5 2921.3
% 25 25 25
V 400 V, 3 Ø, 50 Hz (nominal)
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9.2 Operational Limits

RLS 400-900 (R407C) – Standard Version Units

(1) Minimum system water volume corresponding to 7.5 l/kW.
(2) Maximum entering air temperature depends from unit version.
(3) Maximum allowable tolerance: 400 V +/- 10%

Chilled
Fluid

Chilled
Fluid

Temperature

Ambient
Air

Maximum Working Pressure
Entering Air
Temperature

Available Static
Pressure High Pressure

Fans

Chilled Fluid
Temperature Drop

Model Size

Leaving Water

Water Flow
Water Pressure Drop

Minimum System Water Volume (1)
Minimum Capacity Step

Power (3)

Leaving Brine

Standard Fans

Standard Units

Chilled
Fluid

Chilled
Fluid

Temperature

Ambient
Air

Maximum Working Pressure
Entering Air
Temperature

Available Static
Pressure High Pressure

Fans

Chilled Fluid
Temperature Drop

Model Size

Leaving Water

Water Flow
Water Pressure Drop

Minimum System Water Volume (1)
Minimum Capacity Step

Power (3)

Leaving Brine

Standard Fans

Standard Units



600 700 800 900
Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

°C From +5 thru +15
°C N.A.

°K From 3 to 8

l/h 48029.3 128078.2 59348.6 158262.9 67668.7 180449.9 74564 198837
kPa 16.8 119.5 19.1 136.2 16.3 118.3 20.167 143.37
bar 16

°C From -18 thru + (see note 2)

Pa 0

l 3350.9 4140.6 4721.1 5447.5
% 25 25 25 25
V 400 V, 3 Ø, 50 Hz (nominal)

400 450 525
Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

°C From +5 thru +15
°C N.A.

°K From 3 to 8

l/h 28971.3 77256.7 34104.7 90946.0 41179.9 109813.2
kPa 12.3 87.8 12.5 88.6 17.5 124.4
bar 16

°C From -18 thru + (see note 2)

Pa 0

l 1920.2 2379.4 2873.0
% 25 25 25
V 400 V, 3 Ø, 50 Hz (nominal)
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RLS 400-900 (R407C) – Low Noise Version Units

(1) Minimum system water volume corresponding to 7.5 l/kW.
(2) Maximum entering air temperature depends from unit version.
(3) Maximum allowable tolerance: 400 V +/- 10%

Chilled
Fluid

Chilled
Fluid

Temperature

Ambient
Air

Maximum Working Pressure
Entering Air
Temperature

Available Static
Pressure

Chilled Fluid
Temperature Drop

Model Size

Leaving Water

Water Flow
Water Pressure Drop

Minimum System Water Volume (1)
Minimum Capacity Step

Power (3)

Leaving Brine

Standard Fans

Standard Units

Chilled
Fluid

Chilled
Fluid

Temperature

Ambient
Air

Maximum Working Pressure
Entering Air
Temperature

Available Static
Pressure

Chilled Fluid
Temperature Drop

Model Size

Leaving Water

Water Flow
Water Pressure Drop

Minimum System Water Volume (1)
Minimum Capacity Step

Power (3)

Leaving Brine

Standard Fans

Standard Units



600 700 800 900
Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

°C From +5 thru +15
°C N.A.

°K From 3 to 8

l/h 47387.9 126367.8 57664.7 153772.7 64485.3 171960.8 71208 189889
kPa 16.4 116.3 18.1 128.5 15.1 107.5 18.447 131.18
bar 16

°C From -18 thru + (see note 2)

Pa 0

l 3306.1 4023.1 4499.0 5447.5
% 25 25 25 25
V 400 V, 3 Ø, 50 Hz (nominal)

400 450 525
Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.

°C From +5 thru +15
°C N.A.

°K From 3 to 8

l/h 27522.7 73394.0 32750.4 87334.5 39290.5 104774.6
kPa 11.1 79.2 11.5 81.7 15.9 113.0
bar 16

°C From -18 thru + (see note 2)

Pa 0

l 1880.3 2384.9 2741.2
% 25 25 25
V 400 V, 3 Ø, 50 Hz (nominal)
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RLS 400-900 (R407C) – Extra Low Noise Version Units

(1) Minimum system water volume corresponding to 7.5 l/kW.
(2) Maximum entering air temperature depends from unit version.
(3) Maximum allowable tolerance: 400 V +/- 10%

Chilled
Fluid

Chilled
Fluid

Temperature

Ambient
Air

Maximum Working Pressure
Entering Air
Temperature

Available Static
Pressure

Chilled Fluid
Temperature Drop

Model Size

Leaving Water

Water Flow
Water Pressure Drop

Minimum System Water Volume (1)
Minimum Capacity Step

Power (3)

Leaving Brine

Standard Fans

Standard Units

Chilled
Fluid

Chilled
Fluid

Temperature

Ambient
Air

Maximum Working Pressure
Entering Air
Temperature

Available Static
Pressure

Chilled Fluid
Temperature Drop

Model Size

Leaving Water

Water Flow
Water Pressure Drop

Minimum System Water Volume (1)
Minimum Capacity Step

Power (3)

Leaving Brine

Standard Fans

Standard Units
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Operational Limits of ST – LN Version Units 

Operational Limits of ELN Version Units 
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Note: At 75% capacity the operational limit is increased of 3 °C
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9.3 Physical Data

Unit Size 400 450 525 600 700 800 900
kW 269.5 321.0 389.5 457.5 577.5 659 7263
kW 256.0 317.3 383.1 446.8 552.1 629.5 693.3
kW 250.7 304.7 365.5 440.8 536.4 599.9 675.7
kW 115.5 129.0 158.5 193.6 224.0 240.5 266.0
kW 126.9 131.8 166.0 204.1 234.9 252.8 281.6
kW 125.1 138.0 174.6 207.0 242.5 267.0 306.0
Off 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Off 1 1 1 1 1 1

25-50-63-75-87-100
Screw

(1) Nominal cooling capacity is to 12/7 °C entering/leaving chilled water temperature and to 35 °C D.B. ambient temperature.
(2) Compressors power input.

Cooler
Shell and Tubes

Off 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
l. 87 80 133 125 222 206 206

Dimensions
mm 4860 4860 4860 4860 6100 7100 7100
mm 4860 4860 4860 4860 6100 7100 7100
mm 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200
mm 2225 2225 2225 2225 2250 2250 2250
mm 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500

Condenser
m2 16 16 16 16 20 24 24

Off/kW 6/8.4 8/11.2 8/11.2 10/14 12/16.8 12/16.8 12/16.8
rpm 890 890 890 890 890 890 890
rpm 700 700 700 700 700 700 700
rpm 500 500 500 500 500 600 600

m3/s 33.3 32 39.16 36.6 46.1 55 55
m3/s 23.8 23.1 27.3 25.9 32.2 38.5 38.5
m3/s 17.5 17.55 17.55 20.7 24.8 29.2 32.7

Weights
kg 4500 4500 4800 5200 6200 6700 7000
kg 4500 4500 4800 5200 6200 6700 7000
kg 4587 4697 5259 5902 6581 6700 7000
kg 4600 4600 4900 5300 6390 6850 7150
kg 4600 4600 4900 5300 6390 6850 7150
kg 4687 4797 5359 6002 6770 6850 7150

kg 700 700 700 736 700 700 700
kg 150 200 200 200 200 200 200

Cooling Capacity – R407C ST (1)
Cooling Capacity – LN Version Units
Cooling Capacity – ELN Version Units
Power Input – R407C ST (2)
Power Input – LN Version Units
Power Input – ELN Version Units
Refrigeration Circuits Q.ty
Compressors Q.ty of Each Refrigeration Circuits
Capacity Steps
Compressors Type

Type
Quantity
Water Volume

Front Surface
Fans Q.ty / Fans Total Power
ST Version Units Fans Velocity
LN Version Units Fans Velocity
ELN Version Units Fans Velocity
ST Version Units Total Air Flow
LN Version Units Total Air Flow 
ELN Version Units Total Air Flow

ST Version Units, Shipping
LN Version Units, Shipping
ELN Version Units, Shipping
ST Version Units, Working
LN Version Units, Working
ELN Version Units, Working
Extra Weight
For Cooper Fins Condensing Coils
For Optional Desuperheater

ST - LN Version Units Length
ELN Version Units Length
ST – LN - ELN Version Units Depth
ST Version Units Height
LN – ELN  Version Units Height
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RLS 400 SRC-S-183 102 200 124 280
RLS 450 SRC-S-213 116 200 140 351
RLS 525 SRC-S-253 140 200 168 495
RLS 600 SRC-S-303 169 200 196 276
RLS 700 SRC-S-353 199 275 225 354
RLS 800 SRC-S-413 220 275 245 374
RLS 900 SRC-S-455 N.D. 164 270 453

Nominal Amps of 
Each Compressor

(A)
Compressors

Model
Unit

Model
Electric Oil

Heater Power Input
(W)

Maximum Amps of
Each Compressor

(A)

Locked Rotor Amps of
Each Compressor

(A)

9.5 Compressors Electrical Data

9.4 Electrical Data

RLS 400-900– Standard Version Units

Unit Size 400 450 525 600 700 800 900
kW 115.5 129 158.6 193.5 224.4 240.5 266.0
kW 144 163 198 236 279 310 345.0
A 220.2 248.2 301.6 359.6 425 472.4 N.D.
A 264 296 358 414 477 522 572.4
A 383 465 634 435 539 578 674

RLS 400-900– LN Version Units

Unit Size 400 450 525 600 700 800 900
kW 126.9 131.8 166.0 204.1 234.9 252.8 281.6
kW 144 163 198 236 279 310 345.0
A 220.2 248.2 301.6 259.6 425 472.4 N.D.
A 264 296 358 414 477 522 572.4
A 383 465 634 435 539 578 674

RLS 400-900– ELN Version Units

Unit Size 400 450 525 600 700 800 900
kW 125.1 138.0 174.6 207.0 242.5 267.0 306.0
kW 142 162 196 236 275 305 339.4
A 214.2 245.6 293.6 355 418.4 460.4 N.D.
A 258 294 350 409 470 510 560
A 377 463 626 430 532 566 662

Nominal Powers Sum
Maximum Powers Sum
Nominal Amps Sum
Maximum Amps Sum
Starting Amps

Nominal Powers Sum
Maximum Powers Sum
Nominal Amps Sum
Maximum Amps Sum
Starting Amps

Nominal Powers Sum
Maximum Powers Sum
Nominal Amps Sum
Maximum Amps  Sum
Starting Amps
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9.6 Fans Electrical Data

RLS 400-900  ST - LN Version Units

Unit
Model

Standard Fans High Pressure Fans

RLS 400 6 1.4 2.7 8.4 16.2 4.7 8.7 28.2 52.2
RLS 450 6 1.4 2.7 8.4 16.2 4.7 8.7 28.2 52.2
RLS 525 8 1.4 2.7 11.2 21.6 4.7 8.7 37.6 69.6
RLS 600 8 1.4 2.7 11.2 21.6 4.7 8.7 37.6 69.6
RLS 700 10 1.4 2.7 14 27 4.7 8.7 47 87
RLS 800 12 1.4 2.7 16.8 32.4 4.7 8.7 56.4 104.4
RLS 900 12 1.4 2.7 16.8 32.4 4.7 8.7 56.4 104.4

Fans
Quantity

Maximum
Amps of 
Each Fan

(A)

Power 
Input of 
Each Fan

(kW)

Maximum
Fans Power

Input 
(A)

Maximum
Fans 
Amps 

(A)

Power 
Input of 
Each Fan

(kW)

Maximum
Amps of 
Each Fan

(A)

Maximum
Fans Power

Input 
(A)

Maximum
Fans 
Amps 

(A)

RLS 400-900  ELN Version Units

Unit
Model

Standard Fans

RLS 400 6 0.95 1.7 5.7 10.2
RLS 450 8 0.95 1.7 7.6 13.6
RLS 525 8 0.95 1.7 7.6 13.6
RLS 600 10 0.95 1.7 9.5 17.0
RLS 700 12 0.95 1.7 11.4 20.4
RLS 800 12 0.95 1.7 11.4 20.4
RLS 900 12 0.95 1.7 11.4 20.4

Fans
Quantity

Maximum
Amps of 
Each Fan

(A)

Power 
Input of 
Each Fan

(kW)

Maximum
Fans Power

Input 
(A)

Maximum
Fans 
Amps 

(A)



Model Size Octave Band Central Frequency (Hz) (2)
Dimens. Version 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
RLS 400 STD (1) 92 91 98.8 92.5 87 71.5 60.3 98 66
RLS 450 STD (1) 92 91 98.8 92.5 87 71.5 60.3 98 66
RLS 525 STD (1) 94 93 100.8 94.5 89 73.5 62.3 100 68
RLS 600 STD (1) 94 93 100.8 94.5 89 73.5 62.3 100 68
RLS 700 STD (1) 95 94 101.8 95.5 90 74.5 63.3 101 69
RLS 800 STD (1) 96 95 102.8 96.5 91 75.5 64.3 102 70
RLS 900 STD (1) 96 95 102.8 96.5 91 75.5 64.3 102 70
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Noise 
Press. Level 

dB(A) (3)

Noise Power 
Level
dB(A)

Model
Size

Noise 
Press. Level 

dB(A)(1)

Noise Power 
Level
dB(A)

Octave Band Central Frequency (Hz) (2)

9.7 Noise Levels

RLS 400-900 (R407C) – ST Version Units

(1) Reference conditions:  7 °C entering/leaving chilled water temperature and to 32 °C D.B. ambient temperature. 
(2) Tolerance: +/- 2 dB
(3)Sound pressure levels at 10 m in free field

(1) Sound pressure levels at 10 m in free field
(2) If the unit ha inside diffusers the noise levels must be increased by 2 dB

(1) Sound pressure levels at 10 m in free field
(2) Reference conditions:  7 °C entering/leaving chilled water temperature and to 32 °C D.B. ambient temperature. 

RLS 400-900 (R407C) – LN Version Units

125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
RLS 400 86 85 92.8 86.5 81 65.5 54.3 92 53.6
RLS 450 86 85 92.8 86.5 81 65.5 54.3 92 53.6
RLS 525 86 85 92.8 86.5 81 65.5 54.3 92 53.6
RLS 600 86 85 92.8 86.5 81 65.5 54.3 92 53.6
RLS 700 86 85 92.8 86.5 81 65.5 54.3 92 59.5
RLS 800 87 86 93.8 87.5 82 66.5 55.3 93 60.4
RLS 900 87 86 93.8 87.5 82 66.5 55.3 93 60.4

Model
Size

Noise 
Press. Level 

dB(A)(1)

Noise Power 
Level
dB(A)

Octave Band Central Frequency (Hz) (2)

RLS 400-900 (R407C) – ELN Version Units

125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
RLS 400 84 83 90.8 84.5 79 63.5 52.3 90 57.6
RLS 450 84 83 90.8 84.5 79 63.5 52.3 90 57.6
RLS 525 84 83 90.8 84.5 79 63.5 52.3 90 57.6
RLS 600 84 83 90.8 84.5 79 63.5 52.3 90 57.6
RLS 700 84 83 90.8 84.5 79 63.5 52.3 90 57.6
RLS 800 85 84 91.8 85.5 80 64.5 53.3 91 58.4
RLS 900 85 84 91.8 85.5 80 64.5 53.3 91 58.4
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9.8 Weight Distribution and vibration Isolators Data

RLC-A 60-150RLC-A 60-150

RLS 700-900 STD/LN - RLS 600-900 ELN
RLS 400-600 STD/LN - RLS 400-525 ELN

Unit Size 400 450 525 600 700 800 900
Dimensions (mm)

X 1980 1980 1970 1990 2680 3030 3030
Y 232 232 232 232 235 235 235
A 783 783 783 783 1179 1179 1179
B 2342 2342 2342 2342 1663 1850 1850
C 1277 1277 1277 1277 1440 2160 2160
D 1350 1500 1500
Z 2090 2090 2090 2090 2090 2090 2090

Shipping Weight (kg)
4500 4500 4800 5200 6200 6700 7000

Positions Weight Distribution (kg)
1 & 2 585 596 669 720 672 760 834
3 & 4 762 755 768 817 775 793 870
5 & 6 496 483 523 586 691 732 732
7 & 8 407 416 439 476 518 570 570
9 & 10 443 494 494

RLS 400-900 ST - LN Version Units

Unit Size 400 450 525 600 700 800 900
Dimensions (mm)

X 1980 1980 1970 2680 3030 3030 3030
Y 232 232 232 235 235 235 235
A 783 783 783 1179 1179 1179 1179
B 2342 2342 2342 1663 1850 1850 1850
C 1277 1277 1277 1440 2160 2160 2160
D 1350 1500 1500 1500
Z 2090 2090 2090 2090 2090 2090 2090

Shipping Weight (kg)
4587 4697 5269 5902 6581 6700 7000

Pos. Weight Distribution (kg)
1 & 2 596 622 733 640 747 760 834
3 & 4 776 788 842 738 779 793 870
5 & 6 505 504 573 658 719 732 732
7 & 8 415 434 481 493 560 570 570
9 & 10 422 485 494 494

RLS 400-900 ELN Version Units

Upper
View

Gravity
Center

Compressor/
Control Panel
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VIBRATION ISOLATORS SELECTION TABLE

Model Vibration Isolators for Units with
Copper/Copper Condensing Coils

Vibration Isolators for Units with
Copper/Aluminum Condensing Coils

RLS 400
STD
LN
ELN

RLS 450
STD
LN
ELN

RLS 525
STD
LN
ELN

cod. 462B25100-400 cod. 462B25050-400

cod. 462B25100-450 cod. 462B25050-450

cod. 462B25100-525 cod. 462B25050-525

RLS 600
STD
LN
ELN

cod. 462B25100-600 cod. 462B25050-600

RLS 700
STD
LN
ELN

cod. 462B25100-700 cod. 462B25050-700

RLS 800

RLS 900

STD
LN
ELN
STD
LN
ELN

cod. 462B25100-800

cod. 462B25100-800

cod. 462B25050-800

cod. 462B25050-800



* *

To
pressure

to

Suction
temperature

Low Pressure
Low Pressure

Switch

Muffler

Schrader
valve

Coil

Ambient
Temperature

Compressor
oil heater

Compressor #1

Liquid line solenoid valve

Condensing coils

Muffler

Schrader
valve

Coil

Compressor #2

Air vent cap

Filter

Cooler

Drain cap

Chilled fluid leaving temperature

Antifreeze thermostat

Cooler
heater

Control thermostat
Sight glass
Expansion valve

Flow switch
Itelco Clima battery limit

Itelco Clima battery limit

Chilled
fluid outlet

Chilled
fluid inlet
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R
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nits Size 4
0
0
 thru 4

5
0

9
.9

P &
 I D

ia
g
ra

m
s

Measure – switching – control coding

Measured parameter To be added to measured
parameter Function (position 2, 3)

Local
Remote

indication
Panel

indication

Remote
computer
indication

Pressure P
Temperature T
Level L
Flow rate F
Density D
Humidity M
Electric conductivity S
Velocity C
Viscosity V
Weight V
Concentration K
Safety valve Y

Difference D
Proportion R
Ratio R

Indicator I
Recorder R
Meter Q
Control C
Alarm A
Signal S
Safety relay B
Maximum +
Minimum –
Max.  Min. 0
Measure point or unit X
Emergency Zn. DIN 19227

Notes

Safety Valve

High/low pressure gauge i Local indication

Options

Suction line shut-off valve

Fan control for low ambient temperature operation

High/low pressure i Suction gas temperature inside control panel (digital).

*      Only for ELN version units
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nits Size 5
2
5

 thru 9
0
0

* *

To
pressure

to

Suction
temperature

Low Pressure
Low Pressure

Switch

Muffler

Schrader
valve

Ambient
Temperature

Compressor
oil heater

Compressor #1

Condensing coils

Muffler

Schrader
valve

Compressor #2

Air vent cap

Filter

Cooler

Drain cap

Chilled fluid leaving temperature

Antifreeze thermostat

Cooler
heater

Control thermostat

Sight glass

Expansion valve

Flow switch
Itelco Clima battery limit

Itelco Clima battery limit

Chilled
fluid outlet

Chilled
fluid inlet

Liquid line solenoid valve

Measure – switching – control coding

Measured parameter To be added to measured
parameter Function (position 2, 3)

Local
Remote

indication
Panel

indication

Remote
computer
indication

Pressure P
Temperature T
Level L
Flow rate F
Density D
Humidity M
Electric conductivity S
Velocity C
Viscosity V
Weight V
Concentration K
Safety valve Y

Difference D
Proportion R
Ratio R

Indicator I
Recorder R
Meter Q
Control C
Alarm A
Signal S
Safety relay B
Maximum +
Minimum –
Max.  Min. 0
Measure point or unit X
Emergency Zn. DIN 19227

Options

Suction line shut-off valve

Extra capacity control solenoid valve

Fan control for low ambient temperature operation
High/low pressure i Suction gas temperature 
inside control panel (digital).

*      Only for ELN version units

Notes
Safety Valve
High/low pressure gauge i Local indication
Only for size 700 units
Only for size 800 & 900 units
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R
LS U

nits Size 4
0
0
 thru 5

0
0

9
.1

0
  D

im
ensions &

 Service Sp
a
ces

Chilled fluid connections
Power cables inlet (on both the sides)
Compressor housing access door
Power and control sections access door
Switchbox position
Lifting point (detail Z)
Spring vibration isolators mounting points

AIR OUTLET AIR OUTLET

AIR INLET

AIR INLET

AIR INLET

Detail Z

AIR INLET
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R
LS U

nits Size 5
2
5

 thru 6
0
0

Chilled fluid connections
Power cables inlet (on both the sides)
Compressor housing access door
Power and control sections access door
Switchbox position
Lifting point (detail Z)
Spring vibration isolators mounting points

AIR OUTLET
AIR OUTLET

AIR INLET

AIR INLET

AIR INLET

Detail Z

AIR INLET
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R
LS U

nits Size 7
0
0

Chilled fluid connections
Power cables inlet (on both the sides)
Compressor housing access door
Power and control sections access door
Switchbox position
Lifting point (detail Z)
Spring vibration isolators mounting points

AIR OUTLET AIR OUTLET

AIR INLET

AIR INLET

AIR INLET

Detail Z

AIR INLET
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R
LS U

nits Size 8
0
0
-9

0
0

Chilled fluid connections
Power cables inlet (on both the sides)
Compressor housing access door
Power and control sections access door
Switchbox position
Lifting point (detail Z)
Spring vibration isolators mounting points

AIR OUTLET
AIR OUTLET

AIR INLET

AIR INLET

AIR INLET

Detail Z

AIR INLET
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Unit wiring diagrams are attached to the inner side
of the switchbox.  In case more copies should be nec-
essary please contact Itelco CIima Service Depart-
ment. 

10.3 Wiring Diagrams

10 Spare Parts

10.1 Recommended Spares List

The table below lists the recommended spares which the client should keep in stock for  two years operation

Component Quantity
High pressure switch 1
Low pressure switch 1

Differential oil pressure switch 1
Refrigerant filter 2

Thermostatic expansion valve 1
Spare relays 2

Fan fuses 6
Compressor fuses 6

Spare fuses 6
Compressor contactor 1

Fan contactor 1
Power contactor 1
L4000 sensor 1
SS 100 sensor 1

High pressure transducer 1
Low pressure transducer

EPROM 1
Electronic PCB 1

Keyboard 1
Flat cable 1

10.2 Recommended Compressor Oils

The table below lists the recommended oil type for these units.

Unit Model Oil Type Brand
RLS 400 - 900 685 ICI Emkerate
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11 DE-COMMISSIONING, 
DISMANTLING AND DISPOSAL

Never release refrigerant to the at-
mosphere when emptying the refrig-
eration circuits. Suitable retrieval
equipment must be used for that
purpose.  If reclaimed refrigerant
cannot be re-used it must be re-
turned to the manufacturer.

Never discard used compressor oil,
as it contains some refrigerant in so-
lution. 

Please apply to local Authorities for further
information about this issue.

Unless otherwise indicated, the operations described
below can be performed by any properly trained
maintenance technician.

11.1 General

Isolate all sources of electrical supply to the unit includ-
ing any control system supplies switched by the unit.
Ensure that all points of isolation are secured in the
‘OFF’ position. The supply cables may then be discon-
nected and removed. To identify the connection points
positions please refer to Section 4 of this manual.

Remove all the refrigerant from both refrigeration cir-
cuits and insert it into a suitable container using a re-
frigerant reclaim or recovery unit. This refrigerant may
then be re-used, if appropriate. If not, please contact
the local authorities to have information about used re-
frigerant disposal. Under NO circumstances the refrig-
erant should be vented to atmosphere. Drain the re-
frigerant oil from each system into a suitable container
and dispose of according to local laws and regula-
tions governing the disposal of oily wastes. Any spilt
oil should be mopped up and similarly disposed off.

Isolate the unit cooler from all the external water sys-
tems and the water contained in the cooler. If no isola-
tion valves are installed on the cooler it might be nec-
essary to drain the complete hydronic system.

In case  glycol or similar solutions
have been used in the hydronic sys-
tem, or chemical additives are con-
tained, the solution MUST be dis-
posed off in a suitable and safe
manner. Under NO circumstances
should any system containing gly-
col or similar solutions be drained
directly into domestic waste or nat-
ural water systems.

After draining, the water pipework can be discon-
nected and removed.

Packaged units can generally be removed in one
piece after they were disconnected as  above de-
scribed. Any anchorage bolt should be removed and
then the unit should be lifted from its position using
the points provided and equipment of adequate lift-
ing capacity.

Reference should be made to the Section 4 of this
manual for unit installation instructions, to the Section
9 for unit weights and to Section 3 for handling.

Units which cannot be removed in one piece after
have been disconnected as above described, must
be dismantled in position. Special care should be
taken regarding the weight and
the handling of each component. Where possible
units should be dismantled in the reverse order of in-
stallation.

Residual refrigerant oil and glycol or
similar solutions may remain in
some parts of the hydronic system.
These should be mopped up and dis-
posed off as described above.

It is very important to ensure that whilst components
are being removed the remaining parts are support-
ed in a safe manner.

Only use lifting equipment of ade-
quate capacity.

After removal from position the unit parts may be dis-
posed of according to local laws and  regulations.
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